
Just as existence is a strange thing when looking at it closely, so is non-existence. A
scholar and pastor speaking about these things relates an illustrating joke. When a
customer asked for coffee with no cream, the server replied that they were out of
cream but the customer could have coffee without milk instead. Get it? You can’t
cancel that which does not exist. To put it another way, negation isn’t truly possible.
The person or thing you deny, negate, or contradict still exists. Rightly or wrongly, we
turn away from all kinds of things including opportunities, relationships,
responsibilities, temptations, and sins. We even deny that many of those same things
exist. But our denials ring hollow, exposed by the very fact that we know of those
things and must take pains to push them away.

This reflection isn’t frivolous. It isn’t empty
philosophical musing or, worse, sophism. The idea
that negation or cancellation doesn’t exist instead
has deep spiritual meaning. Let the atheist know that
denying God isn’t the same as showing that he
doesn’t exist. No matter how hard the atheist or
agnostic tries, they cannot entirely shut God out of
their life. But let the ardent follower of Christ know,
too, that denying Satan doesn’t show that Satan
doesn’t exist. Surely, Christ’s blood cleanses of sin.
The Spirit’s sanctification increasingly turns back
temptation. But temptation and sin still exist. The
scientist may deny demons, and the physician may

deny miracles, but demons and miracles still exist.

God, though, does stand apart, over, above, and outside of his creation. God’s creation
does not contain him. God alone is the one without beginning or end. God alone is the
one on whom we cannot put a finger. God alone is the one whom we cannot fully
comprehend, encompass, or describe. When the scripture says that no one has seen
God and lived, in that mysterious sense, God alone is the great negation, the
untouchable, unknowable one from whom all existence pours forth. Some call him the
apophatic God, believing we best approach him only by knowing what and who he is
not rather than by what and who he is. Don’t live by canceling. Live by the
uncancellable God.


